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RESEARCH ARTICLE
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Integration of VR with BIM to facilitate real-time creation of
bill of quantities during the design phase: A proof of concept
study
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Abstract As building practices change, procedures that
seemed indispensable at one point can be abandoned for
others, one example of which is the bill of quantities (B/Q).
Research into the extant literature attributes the declining
use of B/Qs to a multitude of reasons, such as its
complexity, the potentially long time required to produce
it, the growth in popularity of non-traditional procurement
systems, and the challenge of using the information within
the document in a construction schedule. With these issues
in mind, building information modeling (BIM) and virtual
reality (VR) are combined and proposed as a potential
solution that allows inclusion of the client into the design
process. Following a literature review and precedent study,
an experiment was carried out using this new process to
simulate a client’s design decisions on window and interior
furnishings. The choices made by the client using VR
automatically updated a B/Q schedule built in Revit and
allowed them to have a firm understanding of project costs.
Besides giving the client more confidence in a pleasing
final outcome, the technology also ensured an up-to-date,
accurate, and easily understandable B/Q. The proposed
method features great potential savings in cost and time
and gives the B/Q a newfound importance in future
construction processes. The research case presented in this
paper is a stepping stone in exploring new opportunities

offered by VR and BIM and how they could improve the
reliability and accuracy of traditional procurement within
construction, specifically within the B/Q document.

Keywords virtual reality, bill of quantities, BIM, Revit,
real-time synchronisation*

1 Introduction

In the construction project domain, a large number of
documents, for example, contracts, tenders, and control
execution, are essential to support different management
tasks. One of the most relevant documents in this domain is
the bill of quantities (B/Q) (Martínez-Rojas et al., 2016).
The B/Q document was introduced in the UK during the
19th century. At the time of its introduction, the B/Q was
used by tradesmen to pay their workers and request fees
from clients. Today, it has evolved to specify the
qualitative and quantitative aspects of every element of a
proposed project and essentially forms a record of all of the
items used in construction (Rashid et al., 2006).
The B/Q document, as a significant component of a

tender document, is still commonly used to estimate costs
as part of the traditional procurement process. However,
recent data suggest that the use of this document type is
gradually declining due to a variety of reasons, such as its
complicated and time-consuming preparation, the increase
in the use of non-traditional procurement systems, and
difficulties associated with incorporating its information
into a real-life construction schedule (Odeyinka and
Perera, 2009; Bandi et al., 2014; Razali et al., 2014). The
B/Q document attempts to supply comprehensive cost
information to clients; however, as a project progresses,
costs often increase and the B/Q is not updated (Rashid
et al., 2006). This issue can cause a client to feel
uninformed about how their money is being used and the
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overall financial position of the project.
Over the last two decades, the architecture, engineering,

construction, and facility management industry has
witnessed a steady increase in interest in virtual reality
(VR) to improve existing work processes (Wang and
Schnabel, 2008). Especially when integrated with building
information modeling (BIM), VR offers a semantically
rich visualization method to help users intuitively under-
stand the design environment in a fully immersive manner
(Donalek et al., 2014), thus allowing all stakeholders to be
involved during all stages of design and decision making
(Rahimian et al., 2019). As an appealing multimedia
technology, VR creates enriched virtual environments that
allow users to interact with digital objects in real time
(Warwick et al., 1993). It has been used to address a variety
of construction projects problems, including design
coordination (Messner et al., 2003), construction opera-
tions coordination (Bouchlaghem et al., 2005), facility
management (Shi et al., 2016), and real estate (Chen,
1995). VR provides new perspectives for designers to
visualize their design through an immersive experience
(Weidlich et al., 2007).
This paper takes advantage of this technology by

investigating the use BIM and VR as a means of further
involving clients in design decisions and creating an
improved B/Q process. Focusing on aesthetic choices,
such as the size and position of windows and interior
furnishings, will illustrate VR’s capacity to improve the
design process and better satisfy clients’ desires. More-
over, as the client makes these choices, they will have
direct access to an updated B/Q and fully understand the
costs involved. This technology aims to modernize the B/Q
process and convert a potentially complex document into
an accessible and interactive user experience.

2 Bill of quantities

The B/Q plays a supporting role in project documentation
and is designed to tally costs. Requirement for a B/Q as
part of the project documentation and a B/Q as the basis for
an investor’s cost estimate allow not only differences in the
way of describing the B/Q basis and consequently costing,
but also in terms of the material scope taken into account in
those documents (Zima, 2017).
In early design stages, the B/Q provides a list of detailed

work descriptions and quantities, as well as the tasks that
must be performed, to ensure a successful project; this
document enables contractors to prepare tenders efficiently
and accurately. During the post-tender stage, the B/Q
provides a basis for controlling different work and cost
plans and appraising the executed work to facilitate
payments to the contractor (Nadeem et al., 2015). The
B/Q has been used for roughly the same purpose for
centuries; today, several technological and methodological
advancements have improved the efficiency and accuracy

of the document.
Introduction to CAD/CAE systems in the 1950 is one

example of a technical improvement the B/Q has been
subject to (Olatunji, 2011). Today, the widespread adoption
of BIM and VR systems in the construction industry has
prompted a review of the preparation, use, functionality,
and efficiency of the B/Q. The document is still often used
within the construction industry, particularly in tradition-
ally procured schemes, where it continues to provide cost
estimates for clients, and forms part of the tender document
used by speculative contractors to price, program, and bid
for a potential contract (Rashid et al., 2006).
Recently, however, traditionally procured schemes have

seen a decline in use, particularly as they are being
replaced by more modern contract systems, such as design
and build or management contracting, thus often forgoing
the need for a B/Q. These procurement systems present
several benefits over traditional procurement, for example,
by reducing the tender and design stages, while also
minimizing the financial risk of clients. A tender can be
condensed by modern procurement methods, partly by
removing the need to prepare a B/Q, which is often a
lengthy and onerous process (Davis et al., 2009). Modern
procurement methods can give clients a degree of cost
certainty that is not feasible with traditional procurement;
this enhanced level of certainty is usually achieved–such as
in design and build–by giving the contractor greater
control over the design of a project, although potential
financial risks are also transferred to the same(Davis et al.,
2009). Contemporary procurement methods are not
appropriated in all schemes, however; smaller unique
projects where control over the design is the preeminent
concern are still best served by the traditional contract
route. The Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA)
Plan of Work 2013 overview reinforces the continued
importance of traditional contracts by pointing out that this
procurement method remains by far the most dominant
form of procurement (Sinclair, 2013). Therefore, the
production and quality of the B/Q must continue to be
refined as it is vital to the traditional procurement system.
As B/Qs are regularly used in tender documents, a poor-

quality B/Q can seriously undermine the validity of tenders
and lead to inaccurate estimates, higher margins in bids,
and claims and disputes (Laryea, 2011). A B/Q is typically
produced by a qualified quantity surveyor, who bases the
document on specifications and drawings produced by the
architect (Odeyinka and Perera, 2009). Therefore, as the B/
Q is directly derived from architects’ schedules and
drawings, the document is vulnerable to a client’s over-
sight or misunderstanding of elements proposed within
schedules and drawings. Elements such as interior finishes,
carpentry, and ironmongery are particularly susceptible to
oversight as the client can find it difficult to visualize these
components. These oversights and misunderstandings
must be fixed later and are often discovered only after
construction has begun, leading to on-site alterations and
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increased costs. This issue is described by Li and Love
(1998), who found that a significant proportion of rework
in construction is caused by last-minute changes by the
client and their inability to acquire a realistic appreciation
of the product from 2D drawings at the design stage.
If a client cannot gain a realistic understanding of the

typical 2D drawings and schedules presented by an
architect, which is the basis of the B/Q, before the tender
stage, the accuracy of the document can be undermined.
The accuracy of a B/Q can be improved by clearly
demonstrating to the client what exactly is in the document
before it is finalized (Li and Love, 1998). Li and Love
(1998) proposed a solution to this issue, which they believe
is caused by the presentation of a building’s design in 2D
format; the scholars created a 3D visualization system that
allowed clients to “walk through”’ a design so that they can
gain an appreciation of the interior layout and its
architectural details in VR. This feature allows clients to
suggest changes to the design before it is “quantified” into
a B/Q and improves the accuracy of the document as it
closely reflects the client’s desires in a project; it would
also reduce “last-minute” client changes that may incur
extra costs. Thus, Li and Love (1998) concluded that the

walk-through provides significant advantages over stan-
dard 2D drawings.

3 Study framework

Motivated by this theoretical background, the present
study aims to explore new opportunities offered by VR and
BIM and how they could improve the reliability and
accuracy of traditional procurement within construction,
specifically within the B/Q document. As such, a proof of
concept of a working prototype is developed in several
stages: (1) The BIM model and B/Qs are created, (2) the
model is converted into VR, (3) designing and building are
conducted in VR, (4) the interactive design is presented,
and (5) a precedent study is performed (Fig. 1).
The BIM model utilized for this prototype is a private

detached house previously designed by one of the authors.
The model is considered highly appropriate for the present
use due to the fact that its typology offers a close
connection between architect and client; specifically, it
demands greater and more personal involvement from the
client than other building types. A great deal of care is

Fig. 1 Framework of the prototype
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exerted when attempting to identify a client’s favored
decorations and detailing to perfect their home, and VR
can be exceptionally helpful in this circumstance. Each
design choice can have a considerable effect on the often-
low budget of most residential projects, which gives B/Qs
increased significance. The window types and furnishings
used in the model were compiled from the building
information supplied by building contractors and manu-
facturers’ Revit packs. The data from each architectural
element were then automatically included into a Revit
schedule, which computes pricing.
To move the model into VR, different strategies were

considered. Bille et al. (2014) explained that a typical work
process involves finishing a model in Revit, changing over
into another graphing software, such as 3ds Max, and then
loading the resulting FBX file into a gaming engine, such
as Unreal Engine or Stingray. The team noted that, during
this complex and tedious process, data are commonly lost.
In addition, no synchronization with updated models is
available, which means if the model is updated in Revit,
the entire procedure must be carried out once more (Du et
al., 2018). This repetition is counter-intuitive to the
iterative design process involved in architecture— a field
where exchange of feedback and notification of small
changes to be made are commonplace and constant.
To solve this problem, the study explored research

currently being developed to address the swift translation
of CAD/BIM to VR (Lorenz et al., 2016; Petrova et al.,
2017; Du et al., 2018). After examining the available
methods, this paper selected the Enscape plugin, which
suits the prototype’s needs best because the software works
seamlessly with programs like Revit to produce real-time
and fully navigable VR (Corke, 2017). With one click, the
drawing information is quickly converted into VR without
losing any information. This feature fully resolves the
previously mentioned problems of time and complexity.
Furthermore, Enscape is especially well-suited for dealing
with the synchronization issue. Any alterations made to the
linked Revit model are updated automatically by the
software, which allows clients to gain an improved
understanding of their design and any possible changes
to be made; it also removes potential unpleasant surprises
as the project is constructed. Enscape offers the client a
true, life-like, and dynamic imitation of a planned space
that is much easier to understand than an abstracted 2D
drawing.
The presentation is a vital piece of the architectural

process. Client presentations must be clear, and a smooth
portrayal of the design solution is required to earn the
client’s approval. Utilizing a range of software here can
markedly improve design presentations. The combination
of Revit for modeling and Enscape for visualization gives
the design team the ability to make changes in real time and
makes any design work simple for clients to comprehend.
Enscape updates the design and conveys to the client

exactly how the project looks and how different objects sit
in space. This presentation method grants immediate
implementation into a workflow and can save time and
money.
The final stage involved completion of a precedent study

using the currently available software. Researching VR
building showroom applications was very rewarding since
an increasing number of companies and manufacturers
now use VR to illustrate how their product can be
customized or sits within a room or place. Unfortunately,
the available applications clearly had a limited scope. For
instance, the IKEA showroom portrays what products from
their catalog look like and how they fit into a room with a
VR 360° camera orientation; however, the room is not
tailored to the client’s specifications and the price of each
item is not shown (Agency, 2018). The Zerolight and
Design Milk showrooms for Audi and Cadillac, for
example, give customers a full customization of the
vehicles and are some of the most detailed VR applications
currently available; however, they do not provide a costing
breakdown (ZeroLight, 2018). Thus, the available applica-
tions appear to provide an incomplete service that could be
enhanced for a superior customer experience. VR show-
rooms should offer solid visuals demonstrating what the
customer is purchasing and variations of the item in
different environments, colors, and sizes while also
providing the client with accurate pricing. This paper
will now describe the proposed prototype and the process
of developing it.

4 Prototype development

During the development strategy, five key stages in
prototype development were identified, as detailed in the
previous section, to help clients gain better knowledge of
their design scheme and visually grasp what they require
for their building within the BIM model. This knowledge,
in turn, can be developed into a B/Q through which the
client is made fully liable for their decisions. The furniture
catalog used to support the development of the BIM
prototype and allow the project to feature 3D models
directly into the Revit model was that of IKEA. To create
the product catalog for the corresponding BIM models, the
following information was required: room department,
furniture type, size, manufacturer, count, and cost.
Information on room department allowed the project to
determine in which room the furniture should be placed,
while furniture type indicates the brand of each furniture,
such as TORSBY and KALLAX — these brands have
various furnishings of the same name however the models
this study acquired are based on the actual items used,
instead of the brand name. The sizes reflect the dimensions
of each piece of furniture, the manufacturers used were
IKEA and Magnet Kitchens, the count tells the client how
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many of each product is used within a room department,
and the cost is the catalog cost from the manufacturer. This
process changed during window modeling, which was
originally named based on the manufacturer’s specifica-
tions. All of the information gathered for the BIM models
was developed into specific window types to use within the
prototype (JELD-WEN, 2000). The specifications were
broken down into window types, which included circular,
sash, and casement. Other information required for this
task included count, floor level of the window, manufac-
turer, size, and cost. The BIM model prototype designed in
Revit was directed through Enscape, which runs in real-
time with Revit and provides live updates from Revit to
VR environment. Enscape was used to illustrate VR in key
areas created within the prototype model.
The prototype was developed with the associated

rooms, such as the living room, dining room, and
bedroom, and allowed us to place windows and furniture
freely in the available space. For the purpose of testing
the prototype, two members of the research team played
the role of architect and client; however, a number of
errors occurred. For example, due to issues with the
Oculus Rift VR Headset software, the project entailed
multiple steps of debugging and troubleshooting before
the model could be added to the VR environment. Once
the user put the headset on, s/he gained a fully immersive
experience that had to be tweaked as the movement speed
of the controller’s analog stick gave the user motion
sickness and was, thus, deemed unusable. The user’s
height had to be referenced in the software so that the
user does not feel out of proportion while exploring the
space in VR. A recording software was utilized to
capture real-time results. After several attempts to
change furniture types, the software used to record
results crashed mid-testing.
The rooms constructed within the Revit model for

testing included a living room, dining room, and bedroom,

all of which provided different entries to the B/Q schedules
for furniture and windows. The living room had furniture
and windows divided into the appropriate B/Q schedules,
while the dining room and bedroom only focused on
furniture B/Q schedules. The client could amend, revise, or
alter chosen furniture within the allocated room, and the
custom-made B/Q schedule was updated live when
changes were made by the participant in the test rooms,
as shown in Fig. 2.
The B/Q schedules obtained from these rooms included

those for windows and furniture; these schedules could
then be transferred to members of the design team, such as
the contractor, as seen in Figs. 3 and 4.
The results of changes within the rooms done live

through Revit were obtained from the recorded videos to
check whether the B/Q schedule would correctly add up
new costs and remove them when appropriate. This step
enabled a B/Q to be generated based on changes the client
made to the model, as seen in Fig. 5. The connection
between the client understanding the idea within the
headset and the architect demonstrating changes live
within that test improved their relationship, as seen in
Fig. 6. The recordings demonstrate that the prototype
works and provides a number of benefits, such as B/Q
accuracy and the clients’ approval at various stages, such
as feasibility. In terms of contractor costs, the B/Q
provided by the prototype could be used to obtain an
accurate final cost for the proposed build. A cost break-
down where the corresponding schedules highlight each
room separately and generate an overall cost per room can
be generated. This feature can be made more manageable
for clients or contractors to foresee overpayments within
each of the rooms. Instead, the contractor valuing the B/Q
of the approved warrant drawings and providing an
estimated value of works can address the B/Q schedules
that can be provided to the contractor with fixed price of
each component.

Fig. 2 Revit model immersed in VR
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5 Discussion and conclusions

The goal of this research is to utilize existing technology in
an original manner to achieve desirable outcomes; there-
fore, this paper is more practical rather than hypothetical in
nature. This work details the ins and outs of the B/Q
documents and identifies a gap within the industry for
which the present paper suggests a solution. The develop-
ment strategy describes the proposed prototype and
explains the reasons behind the choice to develop this

specific prototype, as well as the implications it may have
on an architect’s design choices. Existing products with
similar features are also explored here.
The prototyping segment of the paper investigated all of

the challenges involved in development and found those
that were difficult to resolve. Instead of conducting risky
and costly program development, the study instead opted
to utilize existing technologies to produce the desired
product. Details of the testing and demonstration
processes, including images, schedule examples, and

Fig. 4 Sample living room furniture schedule

Fig. 3 Sample window schedule

Fig. 5 Prototype tests showing changes in furniture Fig. 6 Participant making changes within the VR
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software/hardware, are also provided.
Overall, the Revit prototype was easily imported into

Enscape, as the latter is a direct plugin for the former. The
only issues this study experienced involved the setup of the
live recordings as the study had to re-record the footage
due to the number of software programs being used at
once; this step proved to be a major setback. The tester for
the prototype helped the researchers address issues within
the experience that had to be altered to fit the needs of the
client, such as the height of the user and the speed of the
controller, to allow the client to be fully immersed without
issue. This study found the direct inclusion using Enscape
to be the best solution for accuracy for the B/Q as it gives
the client more control of their building.
Several enhancements can still be made to this method

before it can be considered a gold standard. For example,
an improved strategy that gives the client full access to the
B/Q schedules within the VR headset may be implemen-
ted. This feature would allow the client to review costing
within the headset and help them understand the cost of
each change. At the moment, the developed prototype can
only alter windows and furniture in real time, and these
operations are done exclusively through Revit and the
architect. For future versions of the solution, this limitation
could be revised and improved so that the client can have
some or full control. An advancement that could improve
the user experience by reducing B/Q schedules to a more
basic form so that clients can understand it better without
the architect’s explanation may be developed. The
experiment presented in this study reduced windows and
furniture as individual schedules and only within each
room rather than providing a full overall cost. An
additional improvement that updates window size costs,
as well as component prices, during construction so that
clients can see what extra costs may be entailed before
windows are fitted would also be beneficial.
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